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• Podcasts

• Meeting schedule
Facebook to offer Vanity URLs

- Friday, June 12th, at 11:01 PM (CDT)
- [www.facebook.com/username/](http://www.facebook.com/username/)
“...to make all systematic knowledge immediately computable and accessible to everyone. We aim to collect and curate all objective data; implement every known model, method, and algorithm; and make it possible to compute whatever can be computed about anything. Our goal is to build on the achievements of science and other systematizations of knowledge to provide a single source that can be relied on by everyone for definitive answers to factual queries.”
Wolfram Alpha

“I'm sorry Dave, I'm afraid
I can't do that...”

Wolfram|Alpha has temporarily exceeded its current maximum load.

Please try again soon »

Stay up to date with the latest Wolfram|Alpha news:
Blog » Twitter » Facebook »
Bing and decide...
Impatience is a virtue.

Glance is the simplest, fastest, most dependable way to host web demos. Try it now free.

"The fastest way for 100 people to view your screen."

What's Glance?
In one click, guests see your screen from their browser. Or you can see and control their screen. A deceptively simple idea that lets everyone see what you're talking about - quickly and dependably.

One tool. Endless possibilities.
Web Demos, Remote Tech Support, Online Training, Webinars. Glance does it all for one low price. No confusing downloads, no agonizing pauses waiting to connect. Just sweet screen sharing simplicity.

FREE TRIAL
No credit card required
Installs in seconds
Schedule Tour
Give us a call:
1-877-452-6236

Flash demo
Watch a Live (automated) Session
See simple screen sharing in action.
What is a wave?

- **A wave is equal parts conversation and document.**
  
  People can communicate and work together with richly formatted text, photos, videos, maps, and more.

- **A wave is shared.**
  
  Any participant can reply anywhere in the message, edit the content and add participants at any point in the process. Then playback lets anyone rewind the wave to see who said what and when.

- **A wave is live.**
  
  With live transmission as you type, participants on a wave can have faster conversations, see edits and interact with extensions in real-time.
Next step in WebMail

- Cleaner, simpler layout
- Drag & drop messages to folders
- Tabbed messages
- Three views – Ajax, basic, mobile

Would still need:
- UM Branding on all three views
- Suppression of unsupported functions
- Quota display
- Rewritten Help files
jQuery

- Javascript library
- Can enhance the HTML
- Allows dynamic page changes
- New plugins can be added
- Code snippets can be standardized and shared
New UM home page
New UM home page

- Mouseover top links
- Slideshow linking to branding points
- Top level navigation
- Thorough organization
- Expandable sections
- Animated bulletin board
- Flexible special links area
Next Meeting...

- July 10 – Cancelled
- August 14